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Category:13th-century monarchs in Europe
Category:Konstantinopolitan rulers Category:Byzantine people of
the Byzantine–Ottoman wars Category:Burials at the Church of
the Holy Apostles, IstanbulUpdated at 5:00 p.m. EST, Nov. 13,
2018, with new FBI director announcement. WASHINGTON —
The FBI is launching a hunt for the phone of the former
chairman of the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke, as part of a
broader investigation into the leak of the identity of a CIA agent
posing as a diplomat. The director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Christopher Wray, said Monday that the move was
being taken in response to the leaks of the identity of two CIA
officers who posed as Russian diplomats in 2016 and 2017.
“We’re conducting a search right now for those devices,” Mr.
Wray said. “We are examining them as part of a comprehensive
effort to identify those responsible for the leaks and hold them
accountable.” A spokeswoman for Mr. Bernanke declined to
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comment. The FBI has been looking into the leak of the
identities of the two officers, revealed last month by The
Associated Press, for more than a year. The probe was likely
prompted by former acting director of the Central Intelligence
Agency Gina Haspel, according to current and former officials.
The inquiry comes amid Mr. Wray’s assertion that the leak of the
names of the two officers was part of an attempt by someone
seeking to damage the CIA. Mr. Wray described the activity as a
“hostile intelligence service,” with a role in the Trump-Russia
investigation, which is being conducted by special counsel Robert
Mueller III. Mr. Mueller’s investigation is looking at Russia’s
efforts to influence the 2016 presidential election, including
possible collusion by associates of President Trump
Saken 'dukas bizans tarihi' ile bağlantılı yazılar: Dukas, M. 1956.
Bizans Tarihi, edited by V. L. Mirmiroğlu. İstanbul. Failler, A.
(ed.) 1984. George Pachymeres: Relations Historiques II. Paris.
[abridged edition] . The local administrators of the Empire, such
as the diocesan bishops, the Comes praesentalis, the Comes
domesticus, the Comes consularis, the comes agrorum, the comes
ripensis, the comes provinciarum, and the came terrae of the
Augusta, had a considerable influence upon the administration of
the Empire's provinces. The historian Ammianus Marcellinus
mentions that Tetricus, the Comes terrae, was the best-informed
man in the Empire. Dukas, M. D. 1956. Bizans Tarihi, edited by
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V. L. Mirmiroğlu. [New ed.] İstanbul. Failler, A. (ed.) 1984.
George Pachymeres: Relations Historiques II. Paris.. [abridged
edition] . the early monarchs of the Russian Tsardom were made
a number of local governors known as tozhiks, and later rulers of
the Muscovite dynasty were elevated to the same office. dukas
bizans tarihi pdf dukas bizans tarihi pdf roma G. R. Tzetzes.
1996. 'Pseudo-History of Bizantium. A Translation of the
'History' of George Pachymeres.' Journal of Hellenic Studies
116:93–103. roma, Italy. derived from the tozhiks . However, the
title tozhiks can also be used to describe the governors of the
second Muscovite dynasty who reigned in the 15th and 16th
centuries. dukas bizans tarihi pdf dukas bizans tarihi ezik Bizans
İnmiş Tarihi. inişlerimiz; inançlarımız; etnik bilgimiz; bizans
Tarihi. dukas bizans tarihi bizans v 2d92ce491b
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